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Abstract: Autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) landing can be useful in multiple applications.
Precise landing is a difficult task because of the significant navigation errors of the global positioning
system (GPS). To overcome these errors and to realize precise landing control, various sensors have
been installed on UAVs. However, this approach can be challenging for micro UAVs (MAVs) because
strong thrust forces are required to carry multiple sensors. In this study, a new autonomous MAV
landing system is proposed, in which a landing platform actively assists vehicle landing. In addition
to the vision system of the UAV, a camera was installed on the platform to precisely control the MAV
near the landing area. The platform was also designed with various types of equipment to assist
the MAV in searching, approaching, alignment, and landing. Furthermore, a novel algorithm was
developed for robust spherical object detection under different illumination conditions. To validate
the proposed landing system and detection algorithm, 80 flight experiments were conducted using
a DJI TELLO drone, which successfully landed on the platform in every trial with a small landing
position average error of 2.7 cm.

Keywords: micro unmanned aerial vehicle; autonomous landing; landing-assistive platform; spherical
object detection

1. Introduction

The flight capabilities and applications of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), along
with battery technologies, have greatly expanded over the past decade. Accordingly, vari-
ous UAV applications have been developed, such as surveillance [1,2], package delivery [3],
hazardous rescue missions [4,5], and even personal transportation [6]. Micro UAVs (MAVs)
are widely used for these applications because of their small size, stable control, and swift-
ness. These advantages enable MAVs to perform autonomous tasks in situations where
ground vehicles cannot operate [7,8].

One of the main challenges in realizing a fully autonomous UAV is autonomous
landing [9]. During landing, UAVs are vulnerable to disturbances, and small errors can
lead to catastrophic results. The global positioning system (GPS) is commonly used for
the positioning and navigation of UAVs [10,11]. Although GPS can guide UAVs to the
area around the landing site, it cannot be used as an indicator for landing because its
accuracy is not sufficiently high for precise landing. Moreover, GPS cannot be used in
closed environments, such as tunnels and indoor and underground spaces. Consequently,
many studies have implemented additional sensors for UAV landing control, including
red, green and blue (RGB) vision systems [12–14], internal navigation systems [15], ultra-
wideband beacons [16], ground-based infrared cameras [17,18], and radar stations [19,20].
Among positioning sensors, RGB cameras have been widely adopted in previous studies.
Specifically, images obtained by a camera facing the ground have been used for landing
control [12–14]. Pebrianti et al. [21] proposed a ground-based stereovision system for UAV
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hovering and landing. Simultaneous localization and mapping [22–24], which map the
landscape for navigation and landing in unknown landscapes, have also been developed.

Multi-visual sensor systems improve the robustness and accuracy of UAV landing. A
front-mounted camera enables the UAV to detect the distance between the UAV and the
landing platform. However, this camera cannot acquire the precise position information
of the landing spot. To address this problem, previous studies have used active gimbal
systems to control the angle of the UAV camera [25,26]. Other studies have installed
two cameras on UAVs facing different directions [27,28]. Although dual-camera systems
provide the visual data required for landing, images acquired by the cameras can fluctuate
owing to the pitch and roll motion of the UAV. Thus, a gimbal system is indispensable for
landing. However, considering the small thrust force of MAVs, the loading capacity of
MAVs may not be sufficient for a gimbal system. Furthermore, the embedded controller
of UAVs requires additional computational power to process images from a dual-camera
system, which is not feasible for MAVs.

Thus, this study used an MAV that carries a single vision sensor (a monocular RGB
camera). To perform a precise MAV landing, an upward-facing camera was installed on
the landing platform for MAV positioning, and multiple objects were placed to provide
information regarding the relative position between the MAV and the platform. Note that
the image processing computation for the secondary camera can be conducted using a
device connected to the platform, thereby alleviating the computational load of the MAV.

Detection of a target object on the landing platform plays a crucial role in MAV control.
Recent detection algorithms based on deep neural networks have exhibited high detection
accuracy [29–32]. However, highly accurate models typically require high-end computing
hardware. Considering the space and weight limitations of MAVs, a simple detection
scheme is required. Therefore, a computationally less expensive object detection algorithm
was developed in this study. The new algorithm integrates color filtering and shape
detection algorithms. The detection result in a previous time step is also used for detection
accuracy enhancement. The hue, saturation, value (HSV) filter is a fast technique for
detecting mono-color objects. However, this technique is not robust when the surrounding
brightness changes temporally or spatially. This problem can be resolved using a shape-
detection algorithm. Although the new integrated algorithm improves object detection,
it occasionally fails to detect the target object. When this occurs, detection reliability is
enhanced by integrating the detection result of the current and previous time.

The main goal of this study was to develop an accurate and precise autonomous
landing system for MAVs. A landing-assistive platform was proposed for robust MAV
landing control. Experiments were conducted with a DJI TELLO drone to verify the
performance of the proposed landing system. The landing position error and the required
landing time were recorded to quantify the landing accuracy and speed of the system. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the MAV used in this
study, as well as the proposed landing platform and detection algorithm. Section 3 presents
the detection results, experimental setting, and test results. Finally, Section 4 summarizes
the overall study and concludes the paper.

2. Methods

To improve the reliability and accuracy of the autonomous MAV landing system,
the vision system on the MAV, another camera on the landing platform, and a detection
algorithm were developed and used in this study. The monocular vision of the MAV was
necessary to explore and approach the landing platform and to align the MAV with the
platform. Another camera was installed under the platform to detect the position of the
MAV when it was close to the platform. Finally, a hybrid detection algorithm was proposed
for fast and robust detection of the platform position.
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2.1. System Configuration

The MAV used in this study was a DJI TELLO drone (https://www.ryzerobotics.com/
tello, accessed on 23 August 2021), which is shown in Figure 1a. This 80-g MAV has an
optical flow sensor at the bottom, and a 30 frames per seconds high-definition camera
mounted in the frontal direction, hereafter referred to as camera 1. A blue paper is attached
to the bottom of the MAV, which can be detected by the platform camera, hereafter referred
to as camera 2. The color of the MAV marker was blue because it is an easily distinguishable
color indoors. However, if this system is deployed outdoors, green or red can be used to
indicate the marker rather than blue, as it is similar to the color of the sky.
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Figure 1. MAV and landing system. (a) MAV with camera and bottom marker; (b) landing platform with a spherical object,
align marker, and camera; (c) align marker.

Figure 1b shows the landing platform used in the proposed system. It consists of a
spherical object, an align marker, and camera 2. The spherical object is necessary for the
MAV to search and approach the platform. The align marker is used when the MAV rotates
around the platform to determine the exact position of the landing area. Camera 2 provides
data regarding the MAV position for landing accuracy enhancement.

2.2. Landing Strategy and MAV Control

The proposed landing procedure is performed as follows:

STEP 1.The MAV searches the spherical object and yaws until the object is located at the
center of the image captured by camera 1.

STEP 2.The MAV approaches the platform while adjusting its position to keep the spherical
object at the center of the image in STEP 1.

STEP 3.When the MAV is sufficiently close to the platform, it begins to descend in search
of the align marker.

STEP 4.The descending motion stops when the alignment marker is at the center of
the image.

STEP 5.The MAV rotates around the platform according to the color of the align marker.
STEP 6.Camera 2 detects the marker under the MAV and acknowledges its position.
STEP 7.The MAV is guided to the target location on the platform and lands.

When the MAV approaches the platform (STEP 2), the radius of the spherical object
in the image is detected and is used to estimate the distance between the MAV and the
platform. The align marker used in STEP 5 is a cylindrically shaped object; three different-
colored markers are located on its surface. Thus, depending on the detected marker color,
the MAV determines the direction of rotation. To improve the accuracy of the alignment,
the marker is designed as follows: when the MAV is perfectly aligned with the platform,
only the center marker is captured, and the other two markers are invisible. To this end,
thin walls are attached around the center marker, as shown in Figure 1c. This design
enables the MAV to detect only the center marker when it is aligned. However, the shadow
of the thin wall falls on the center marker. Thus, a light-emitting diode (LED) was installed

https://www.ryzerobotics.com/tello
https://www.ryzerobotics.com/tello
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near the third marker to prevent detection failure. For the detection of the align marker and
the marker attached to the bottom of the MAV (STEP 5 and 6), HSV filter-based detection
was used. Figure 2 illustrates the overall landing procedure.
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Figure 2. Proposed autonomous landing procedure.

The MAV is controlled by seven velocity commands (forward, backward, left, right,
up, down, and yaw) for maneuvering. Note that the MAV was controlled using the position
data (in pixels) from the camera images. For example, when the MAV approaches the
platform (STEP 2), the position of the spherical object (in pixels) in the image is selected as
the reference position. A proportional-derivative (PD) control was used to allow a swift
flight control of the MAV, as shown in Figure 3. Thus, the velocity command u(t) can be
obtained as

u(t) = Kpe(t) + Kd

(
e(t)− e(t − ∆t)

∆t

)
, (1)
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where e(t) is the pixel position error at time t, and ∆t is the time interval. Kp and Kd are the
coefficients for the PD control. The values of Kp and Kd for SETP 2 were determined as 0.2
and 0.09, respectively, and 0.13 and 0.075 for STEP 7.
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2.3. Mono-Colored Spherical Object Detection Algorithm

Landing control strongly depends on the performance of the detection algorithm. To
reduce the latency of the detection algorithm, a simple detection method could be used (e.g.,
HSV filtering detection). However, simple detection methods are vulnerable to different
illumination conditions. For example, side illumination can create shadows and cause vari-
ations in the HSV color space, even for mono-colored target objects. Additionally, backlight
can tarnish the color of the target object, which in turn can degrade the performance of the
HSV filter-based detection algorithm. Figure 4 shows some situations in which the HSV
detection fails (e.g., only a portion of the target object is detected).
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Figure 4. Inaccurate detection with HSV filtering under harsh lighting conditions. (a) Dark space
with insufficient directional lighting; (b) bright space with excessive backlight.

To prevent such failures, a new hybrid detection algorithm that provides accurate
and robust spherical object detection with low latency was developed in this study. This
algorithm is characterized with the following features: integration of color filtering and
edge detection algorithm, use of cropped images for low latency, and an adaptive detection
strategy robust to variations in lighting conditions.

First, the newly developed algorithm conducts both HSV filtering and the circle Hough
transform (CHT) [33]. In general, CHT is more accurate than HSV filtering; however, HSV
filtering is faster than CHT. Furthermore, CHT cannot detect a spherical object when there
is a large number of edges, which are irrelevant to the spherical object. Moreover, the
detection fails when the edge of the object is blurred in the captured image due to the
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sudden movement of the MAV. To overcome these accuracy and latency issues, both HSV
filtering and CHT are used in the new algorithm.

Second, a cropping technique was introduced to reduce the CHT computation time.
The classical CHT calculates all edges detected in the entire image. However, if all pixels in
the image are investigated for detection, CHT would require a long computation time for
real-time MAV control. Thus, in the new algorithm, CHT is applied on a cropped image,
not on the entire image. Specifically, a spherical object is detected via HSV filtering, as
shown in Figure 5a. If a lighting condition is not desirable for object detection, the HSV
filter is likely to detect just a portion of the spherical object; it cannot detect the whole
body of the spherical object. Then, a square image is cropped, as shown in Figure 5b. The
center of the cropped image is determined as the center position of the object, and its width
and height are determined as twice the diameter of the detected object. Next, the position
and size of the spherical object are detected via CHT on the cropped image, as shown in
Figure 5c. Note that conversion into a grayscale image and a bilateral filter were also used
for noise reduction, while preserving the sharp edges of the image. This approach leads to
an accurate and fast spherical object detection.
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Finally, the new algorithm adaptively determines the size and position of the spherical
object based on the following scenarios:

• Scenario 1. If a sphere is detected via CHT, the size and position estimated by the CHT
are used in the control.

• Scenario 2. If the CHT fails to find a spherical object and the MAV approaches the
platform, the position calculated by the HSV filter is used. The radius is determined
as the larger value between the radius predicted via HSV filtering and the radius
estimated in the previous time. This criterion is required because the radius predicted
via HSV filtering is usually smaller than the true radius. This inaccurate radius
estimation, which is smaller than the true radius, leads to a very high approaching
speed in STEP 2. Consequently, the MAV is likely to collide with the spherical object.
To prevent this collision, the radius value is determined as the maximum value
between the radius value obtained from HSV filter and the value calculated in the
previous time step.

• Scenario 3. If the CHT fails to find a spherical object and the MAV is yawing in search
of the spherical object, the position and radius predicted via HSV filtering are used.
Before the initial spherical object detection occurs, image cropping for CHT and radius
comparison are unavailable. Thus, in this scenario, the HSV filtering result is used,
even though it is inaccurate. Notably, the error in this scenario can be rapidly reduced
because the CHT on the cropped image starts to operate when the MAV vision system
initially detects the spherical object.

Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the new hybrid detection algorithm with the above-
mentioned scenarios.
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the new hybrid detection algorithm; xh(t), yh(t), and rh(t) denote the position
along the x-axis, the position along the y-axis, and radius in the image calculated by the HSV filter
at time t, respectively. xc(t), yc(t), and rc(t) are the position along the x-axis, the position along the
y-axis, and radius in the image calculated by CHT at time t, respectively. xe(t), ye(t), and re(t) are
the final values of x, y, and r estimated by the new algorithm at time t, respectively. re(t − ∆t) is the
radius estimated in the previous time.

This hybrid detection algorithm (shown in Figure 6) was used to detect the spherical
object and not the align marker. During detection of the sphere installed at the landing
platform, the distance from the MAV to the sphere is considerable, and other objects can be
captured in the image. To reduce the possibility of misdetection, the pass range of the HSV
filter must be narrow. However, only a portion of the spherical object would be detected
because of this narrow band (for the HSV filter). Thus, cropping, the scenario-based method
and CHT were combined to detect the sphere. Meanwhile, during detection of the align
marker, the MAV is very close to the station. Thus, the align marker occupies most of the
image area, and interference by other objects in the background is very small. A broad
HSV range can thus be used for the align marker, hence the hybrid detection algorithm
was not necessary.

3. Results
3.1. Spherical Object Detection

The performance of the new detection algorithm was verified under two different
lighting conditions: a spherical object in a dark space with directional lighting, as shown
in Figure 7(a1), and the same spherical object in a bright space with excessive backlight,
as shown in Figure 7(b1). Figure 7(a1,b1) show the HSV filter detection results, and
Figure 7(a2,b2) show the results of the new algorithm. Figure 7(a3,b3) represent the esti-
mated radii over time under these lighting conditions. While the HSV filter captures a
small portion of the spherical object, the new algorithm accurately detects it. Moreover, the
radius calculated by the HSV filter strongly fluctuates over time, which leads to unstable
MAV control. However, the new algorithm provides stable results. The mean absolute error
(MAE) of the spherical object detection is presented in Table 1. Additional experiments
were conducted to consider the effects of flickering lights and other surrounding objects
on the hybrid detection algorithm. Details on the additional experiments are provided in
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Supplementary material (Figures S1–S3). These results suggest that the new algorithm can
provide accurate and robust detection of spherical objects under harsh lighting conditions.
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Figure 7. Detection results under harsh lighting conditions. (a) Results in a dark space with direc-
tional light; (b) Results in a bright space with excessive backlight.

Table 1. MAE of the HSV Filter and the newly developed algorithm.

Radius MAE (Pixel) Dark Space Bright Space

HSV filter 34.59 21.94
New algorithm 1.55 0.89

3.2. Experimental Setting

In this study, the MAV is connected to a laptop for control via a wireless LAN, and
the platform camera is connected to the laptop via a USB cable. Figure 8 shows the
experimental setting used to validate the proposed landing system. Although a laptop
was used to operate the object detection algorithm in the present study, in future work, the
proposed algorithm can be executed on the MAV on-board computing as this algorithm
requires a small amount of computational resources.

To test the effects of the MAV starting position on the landing results, the MAV started
at eight different locations (i.e., L1–L8), as shown in Figure 8a. The distance between the
MAV starting position and the platform was set to 8 m; this distance was chosen because
it was similar to the GPS navigation error. Initially, the angle between the MAV and the
platform was set as 90◦ with respect to the orientation of the platform in order to test
the search motion (STEP 1); the setting direction of the MAV is represented by arrows in
Figure 8a. Ten experiments were conducted at each initial position while recording the
time required for autonomous landing and the landing spot. The supplementary videos
(Video S1) show the entire landing procedure.
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Figure 8. Experimental setup of the autonomous landing system. (a) Configuration of the landing experiments with arrows
at each location showing the direction where the MAV is facing; (b) platform and MAV at the start of the autonomous
landing control.

3.3. Results of the Landing Experiments

In 80 landing experiments, the MAV successfully landed on the A4 paper-sized
platform in all trials. The landing spots were recorded by marking the center of the MAV
on the A4-sized platform, as shown in Figure 9. The black circle represents the reference
position for landing, and the red crosses represent the actual landing spots. The MAE
between the target position and the landing spots was 2.7 cm, and the standard deviation
(SD) was 1.4 cm. The MAE and SD values for each initial position are listed in Table 2.
These results show that the proposed landing system achieved a 2–3 cm landing error,
which is very small considering the platform size.
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landing position, and the red crosses are the actual landing spots.

Table 2. MAV landing spot statistics. Ten trials were conducted in every direction.

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 Total

MAE
(cm) 3.7 2.1 2.9 2.1 2.9 3.0 2.7 2.7 2.7

SD
(cm) 1.7 1.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.4

Table 3 lists the average time required for each step in the entire landing procedure,
as well as the total landing time. The times are very similar for each step regardless of
the starting position, except for STEP 5. Because this step corresponds to MAV alignment,
it is evident that this duration difference significantly depends on staring position. The
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approaching step (i.e., STEP 2) required more time. The entire landing procedure was
completed in 23–30 s on average.

Table 3. Average time required during the landing procedure. Ten trials were conducted for
every direction.

Initial Position STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 & 4 STEP 5 STEP 6 Total

L1 2.5 9.4 2.4 0.5 9.1 23.9
L2 2.5 8.5 2.8 4.0 7.3 25.1
L3 2.6 8.9 3.0 6.0 5.7 26.1
L4 2.5 8.9 2.6 6.5 5.0 25.4
L5 2.6 9.6 2.6 10.1 5.0 29.9
L6 2.5 10.5 2.6 7.2 4.9 27.8
L7 2.4 9.2 2.3 5.8 5.2 24.8
L8 2.4 10.4 2.3 3.2 6.4 24.6

Average 2.5 9.4 2.6 5.4 6.1 26.0
Units: s.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Visual data can be beneficial for autonomous landing because it can resolve issues
related to inaccurate GPS navigation and GPS-denied environments. This study proposed
a new autonomous landing system optimized for MAVs. The developed landing platform
was designed with various equipment to assist landing: a spherical object for searching
from long distances, align markers, and a camera for position adjustment. A new algorithm
was developed to improve the detection of spherical objects on the platform.

It was verified that the new detection algorithm could accurately detect spherical
objects under harsh lighting environments. Eighty flight experiments were conducted to
validate the performance of the proposed landing system. All landing trials were successful,
with an average position error of 2.7 ± 1.4 cm. Moreover, the entire landing procedure (i.e.,
search, approach, and landing) was completed in a short time (26 s on average). Therefore,
the proposed landing system enables the MAV to perform robust and precise landing;
the MAV requires only a single RGB vision camera and does not require any additional
sensors.

Although a laptop was used to operate the object detection algorithm in the present
study, in future work, the proposed algorithm can be executed on the MAV on-board
computing as this algorithm requires minimal computational resources. Specifically, the
entire computation (i.e., feedback control of the MAV and image processing on the images
from camera 1 and 2) was conducted on a laptop with Intel Core i5 3317U (dual core,
1.7 GHz). In the future, the detection algorithm can be implemented in an MAV with
an onboard computing device. For example, a microcontroller with quad core Cortex-
A72 can be used because its computing power is similar to the laptop used in this study.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the microcontroller in the MAV does not need to
conduct detection for the align marker. Because this process aims to detect three markers
simultaneously, it requires heavier computation. This process can be performed by the
laptop connected to the landing platform. Therefore, in the future, an MAV with onboard
computing will be able to achieve a fast and accurate landing in collaboration with the
extra computing device embedded in the platform.

Despite the high accuracy and success rate in the experiments, there are some lim-
itations to be considered. The detection algorithm depends on the color of the target
object. Thus, if an object has a similar color to that of the target object, the algorithm can
erroneously predict the other spherical object as the target object. The disrupting object,
which has a similar color to that of the target object, is mostly smaller than the target din
images. Thus, to reduce the misdetection, the algorithm was designed to predict the largest
object as the target object among the candidate objects with similar colors. Details on this
limitation are provided in Supplementary Material. Moreover, because all the experiments
were conducted indoors, outdoor environmental conditions, such as wind and weather,
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can degrade the landing performance. Additional experiments are necessary to verify the
proposed landing system under various weather conditions. The MAV can also collide
with a spherical object during searching. This issue can be addressed by adjusting the
position of this object. For example, when the MAV is close to the object, the object can be
automatically moved away from the platform (or move downward) to prevent collisions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/app11188555/s1, Video S1: Autonomous landing of MAV. Figure S1: Detection result in the
presence of flickering light. The red and green circle represent the detection via HSV filtering only and
the detection obtained with the proposed algorithm, respectively. Figure S2: Effect of overlapping
object on detection. The green circle edge represents the detection via the hybrid detection algorithm.
Figure S3: Results of the additional experiment. The purple ball in the center is the target subject,
and the green edge represents the detection result.
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